AC VENT
SYSTEM

The Dampered or Filtered or Wide-Open
AC Vent System for RV’s!

It’s your choice!! Turn it on, turn it off, and
turn it around!

• Sleek, contemporary design utilizes a “screwless” automotive look.

• Removable, rearrangable, and replaceable.

• Change it and rearrange it without any tools!

• The biggest, boldest AC vents ever!

• Available in white and medium white with 7/8”, 1 ½”, and 2 3/8” extension

No mounting screws are visible.

Change or clean filters,
exchange dampered and open vents, or replace vents...all without
removing the base from the ceiling!

The Jet Stream is the first
complete RV AC vent system that does it all….in any combination!
Allows more air flow than any other
RV AC vents in history! They open, close, rotate, and filter at your option for
fantastic AC control.

8850 Dampered

The 8850 is the big brother of our popular
8840 vent. It opens, closes, and rotates for
complete control of your airflow. Excellent
for use in bathrooms and bedrooms where
dampered control is essential. 20 sq. in. free
air space.
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collars (shown below). Custom colors and collar lengths by special order.
Requires a 5 13/16” mounting hole.

8950 Wide Open

The wide-open 8950 is the most open and
free flowing RV AC vent ever! Up to 18 sq. in.
free air space means you need less of them.
Rotation and two-way directionality directs the
flow. Ultimate economy paired with extraordinary beauty make this vent truly outstanding!
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8950F Filtered

The 8950F filter vent provides filtered air to
the AC system. Perfect for use in increasingly
popular ducted return air systems.
Filter can be easily removed and
replaced for cleaning.
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The “AIREPORT” #5840

The “LOUVERED AIREPORT” #6840

The “SPACEPORT” #8840

The original and still the most distinctive RV AC
ceiling vent! The Aireport’s unique 360 air dispersion
eliminates the “drafty” performance of louvered vents,
greatly increasing the comfort level of the RV. Air
volume is adjustable by simply turning the vent.

This 2-way Louvered version of the popular “Aireport” AC
vent allows the choice of directing the air exactly where
you wish. Interchangeable with the 5840 Aireport, the
Louvered Aireport comes in white (6840 WH), medium
white (6840 ELWH), and bright white (6840 BTW) to
match any RV ceiling. Custom length fitted extension
collars are available. 4 ½” diameter mounting hole.
9.5 sq. in. free air space.

Designed as the next generation of the popular “Aireport” vents, the “Spaceport” opens, closes, and rotates
for the ultimate in comfort control.

Available in white (5840WH) and bright white (5840
BTW) as shown, the Aireport can be custom fitted with
extension collars of any length to accommodate RV’s
with roof rafters. 4 ½” diameter mounting hole.
13 sq. in. free air space.

Perfect in new RV’s, the “Spaceport” may be installed
as an upgrade for your existing “Aireport” with just a
slight enlargement of the ceiling hole required. 4 7/8”
diameter mounting hole. 10 sq. in. free air space.
Stocked in three shades of white. White (8840WH),
a slightly brighter medium-white (8840ELWH), or
a slightly darker off-white (8840OW). Extension
collars available in 5/8”, 1 1/8”, 1 5/8”, and 2”. #8841
“shimmed” model is available for use with a trim ring
on hard surface ceilings.

The “SPACEPORT TRIM
RING” #8840TR
Attractive trim ring for the
popular 8840 AC Vent! Simply
snaps over the installed vent to
hide the screw heads and create
a finished “automotive” look.
May require use of the #8841
shimmed vent when installed in
RV’s with hard surface ceilings.
Available in white (8840TR-WH),
medium white (8840TR-ELWH)
and off-white (8840TR-OW) to
match the 8840 vents.

The “BIGPORT” #9850
Simple and economical, the 9850 AC Vent is designed around a 5” opening and more open louvers. The 9850 allows 25% more airflow than our Aireport products and has a clean,
flush profile. The center grill unit is removable to allow the use of an optional foam filter. Available in white with four molded in collar extensions; ¼”, 1”, 1 ¼”, and 2”.
5 ¼” mounting hole. 14 sq. in. free air space.

COLOR OPTIONS
Bright White
(BTW)

Medium White
(ELWH)

White
(WH)
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Off White

Stock color options may vary.
Custom colors, configurations and collar lengths available to the OEM market.
All AC vents are designed to be installed into plenums; not attached to duct hose.

(OW)
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